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Dreams is a five volume gay novel. Events
are described by different characters, as the
author explores their different experiences
of events and how they each misunderstand
each other.You have all five volumes here
in this one book.In this piece of sensual
gay fiction, we read about men coming to
terms with being gay. Dreams describes the
romantic yearning of a man for a man, in
compassionate detail. Some characters may
be straight, some bisexual and some are
obviously gay.Can there be some sort of
psychic connection between people? In this
novel the main characters are all drawn to
each other by some strange magnetic
course of events, and on one magic night
they all have deeply erotic dreams. These
dreams give this novel a unique and
exciting feel with a huge breadth of subject
matter.Generally, the Dreams novels are
slower paced than some of Richard Peters
work. They are sensual and romantic. Each
volume includes remarkable, erotic, gay
dream sequences for each of the various
main characters. The last volume, volume
5, brings the individual story threads
together in an emotional climax.In Volume
1, Ians Story, we read heart aching
descriptions of a young man discovering
his homosexual side, after rejection from
his girlfriend. The story tells of his
infatuated love for a straight young man.
This is one of Richard Peters recurring
themes; about straight men who want gay
sex or gay men who want sex with straight
men. Ians Story also contains a remarkable
fictional account of an erotic European Art
Movie, where homoeroticism is described
by the author in slow, beautiful detail. The
account is so stunningly realistic, that the
reader can actually see the film, as he
reads! - a literary masterpiece!In Volume 2,
Stevies Story, the story tells of a man going
off the rails as he struggles to come to
terms with his homosexuality. He careers
from one casual relationship to another. He
falls in and out of love, but all the time he
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pines for the one love he cannot have the
love of a straight man. Stevies Story also
contains a remarkable dream sequence of a
young brides surrender of her virginity to
her new bridegroom. But is the bride really
a woman? In dreams anything is
possible!In Volume 3, Roberts Story we
read of an early middle-aged mans
reluctance to admit his homosexual nature.
Roberts Story includes three dream
sequences. One captures the strange,
shifting, apparent reality of a dream, which
is a tour de force of homoeroticism. The
second dream takes place in a wonderfully
described, ideal, heaven. The third dream
tells of two young thespian lads from the
1920s an erotic tour de force, that captures
the naivety of the young men from that
era.Volume 4, Marks Story is about one of
the key characters in the piece. We learn
why the twenty-one year old behaves in
such a wantonly promiscuous way and we
journey with him as he learns the errors of
his ways. It includes deeply erotic dreams
from Roman times. Mark also has a lucid
dream from which he does not want to
fully wake, preferring the aware, dreaming
state reality. Will Mark achieve redemption
in his life?Finally in Volume 5, Jimmys
Story we meet loveable, straight young
man Jimmy and how his straightness is
tested to the limit! The writing is a
wonderful piece of homoeroticism!
Straight, cute Jimmy attracts gay guys and
his naivete gets him into difficult
situations, which test his natural
cheerfulness and his straightness. The other
four story threads are brought together in
this emotional climax and we finally learn
what happens to these five characters. Like
all Richard Peters erotic novels, we get
explicit descriptions of Male/Male sex. It is
a piece of XXX rated gay pornographic
fiction, only for those legally allowed to
read such works and is not intended to be
read by those who would be shocked by
explicit descriptions of homosexual
intercourse.
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